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New experimental data on the partitioning of siderophile and chalcophile elements among metallic
and silicate phases may be used to constrain hypotheses of core formation in the Earth. Three current
hypotheses can explain gross features of mantle geochemistry, but none predicts siderophile and
chalcophile element abundances to within a factor of two of observed values. Either our understanding
of metal-silicate interactions and�or our understanding of the early Earth requires revision.

CORE formation has been described as perhaps the single most

important thermal event in the-history of the Earth I. This
description is certainly true if the core formed by segregation
of metal in an initially homogeneous body the size of the present

Earth, as the heat liberated in such an event would raise the
temperature of the Earth by -2,000 °C (ref. 2). However, less
extreme models in which core formation is concomitant with

accretion appear to be more probable 3. Regardless of whether
core formation resulted in catastrophic changes in the Earth,
better knowledge of the core-forming event would certainly

elucidate important aspects of the histories of the Earth and
Moon 4,

Geochemists have traditionally divided the chemical elements
into four classes: (1) lithophile--those elements which prefer
to be combined with oxygen and which typically reside in rocky
material; (2) siderophile---elements which prefer to be in the
metallic state; (3) chalcophile--elements preferring to be associ-
ated with sulphur; and (4) atmophile--elements so volatile that
they are typically concentrated in a planet's atmosphere.

Obviously, membership in one of these classes is not invariant,

but is modulated by the ambient conditions. For example, as

the temperature increases, elements which normally exist as

solids or liquids will vaporize and become gases, and, in fact,
the classes of lithophile, siderophile and chaicophile are typi-
cally subdivided into groups of elements of similar volatility.

In principle, the record of core formation is contained in the
siderophile and chalcophile element contents of rocks derived
from the Earth's mantle. Certainly these elements are much

more depleted in the upper mantle than lithophile elements of

similar volatility, implying that they record a depletion event

unseen by the lithophile elements_presumably core formation.
In practice, these elemental abundances have been attributed

to either gross disequilibrium between the core and upper

mantle, or mixing of siderophile- and chalcophile-element-rich

material into the upper mantle after core formation, or both 5"6.
In this view, little information about core formation may be

obtained from mantle siderophile and chalcophile elements
because their abundances were established either after core

formation ceased or as the results of processes which never

approached equilibrium. The evidence cited for disequilibrium
between mantle and core during core formation is simply that

the concentrations of siderophile and chalcophile elements in
mantle-derived rocks are orders of magnitude higher than would

be expected if these rocks had ever equilibrated with metal 6,

Furthermore, many of the siderophile elements in the Earth's

mantle exist in chondritic proportions (that is, with elemental
abundance ratios characteristic of primitive meteorites (chon-

drites) which have not undergone chemical processing). Thus,

successful models of core formation and for siderophile and

chalcophile element abundances in the Earth's upper mantle
must be able to explain both high abundances and the apparently

unfractionated ratios of some (but not all) element pairs.

Models of core formation are further complicated by our lack
of knowledge of the chemical composition of the core. All

models of the Earth's core require the presence of a 'light
element' to reduce the overall density 3. If the light element is

sulphur, silicon or carbon, then these elements were probably
dissolved into the metal (which eventually formed the core) at
low pressure as the Earth grew by accretion, and may be relevant
to understanding the core-forming process. If the light element
is oxygen or a mixture of oxygen and lithophile elements which
have followed oxygen into the core, then the light element must
have been incorporated at high pressure" and may not have

played a role in establishing the siderophile and chalcophile
element abundances of the upper mantle.

The behaviours of siderophile trace elements in complex,
natural metal-silicate systems are poorly known. This lack of
knowledge has led us to determine partition coefficients (Ds;
for definition, see below) between solid metal, sulphur-bearing
metallic liquid and silicate liquid for a suite of siderophile
and/or chalcophile elements under controlled laboratory condi-
tions (T-- 1,250-1,270 °C; P _ I bar). These partition
coefficients, together with estimates of the mantle abundances

of the same elements, may be used to evaluate three physically

plausible but very different hypotheses of core formation. These

hypotheses are: (1) inefficient core formation, involving equili-
brium between solid and liquid metals and silicates, with a small
fraction of solid and liquid metal remaining trapped in the
mantle, subsequently to be oxidized_; (2) equilibrium between

an Fe-S-O metallic liquid and the mantle8; and (3)

heterogeneous accretion involving a late 'veneer' of oxidized
chondritic material which did not segregate into the core 6"9. In

each of these hypotheses, metal is added to the surface of the
growing Earth, and initial interaction between metal and silicate
will occur at relatively low pressures. Hence, our partition
coefficients, which are obtained at low pressure, may be appli-

cable. Later, we shall return to this point and further discuss

the importance of pressure on partitioning equilibria.

A fourth hypothesis, that siderophile and chalcophile element

abundances in the Earth's upper mantle were established by
partitioning between metal and silicate at very high pressures,
perhaps at the core-mantle boundary, will not be explored for

three reasons. First, metal-silicate partition coefficients have not

been determined at megabar pressures, precluding quantitative

evaluation. Second, evidence discussed below suggests that

siderophile and chalcophile element concentrations in the

mantle were established no later than 3.5 Gyr ago. Thus, material

must have been efficiently cycled from the core-mantle boundary

to the upper mantle and have been well mixed in < 1 Gyr. Such

effective mixing appears problematical. Third, it seems unlikely

that equilibration of siderophile elements between the core and

lower mantle would have preserved chondritic ratios of elements
such as Ni and Co, which differ greatly in their siderophile
tendencies.
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Table ! Experimental conditions and results
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Element T (°C) -log fo2" DeSM/CM)(range) D<CS/LM_(range) %SLM$ N§

W 1,250-1,270 12.3-12.5 20(15-30) -I (0.12-1.9) 19-24 3
Re 1,250-1,260 13.0-13.5 51 (51->60) 5× 10-4(5× 10-3-5x I0-s) 23-24 2
Ir 1,270 12.5-13.2 46 (41-52) 5x 10-5(5x 10-4-5× 10"6) 22-23 2
Mo 1,260 -- 2.45 -- 25 0
Ni 1,270 12.5 1.24 2 x 10-4(4x 10-4-1x 10-4) 23 II
Co 1,260 12.6-12.7 2.3(2.2-2.5) 0.0075(0.006-0.010) 24-25 2
Au 1,270 12.2-13.0 1.0(0.97-1.1) 10-4(3x 10-4-5x I0-s) 20-22 2
P 1,250 12.6 0.28 0.24 18 !
Ga 1,270 12.5 3.5(2.6-4.3) 0.8(0.6-I) 19-22 2

Ag 1,250 12.7-13.0 -0.01 0.01(0.01-0.014) 23-27 2
Pb 1,270 12.2 BDL¶ 0.15 20 I

* Calculated from the Fe content of the solid metal and the FeO content of the silicate glass using the iron-wfistite data of re£ 41.

_:Weight per cent sulphur in liquid metal phase.
§ Number of individual experiments which contained silicate melt.
IIpdl experiments contain Ni but only one sample (the most oxidized sample to receive a high-neutron-flux irradiation) contained measurable

Ni in the silicate glass. The range for DCLS/cM_ iS that for two analyses of the same glass.
Below detection limit.

The first three hypotheses will be explored in more detail.
First, however, we will discuss constraints obtained from experi-

mental and natural samples which must be satisfied by any

successful model of core formation in the Earth.

Constraints
Partition coefficients. Our experimental partitioning techniques

have been described elsewhere t° and will not be repeated in

detail here. In general, samples containing Fe-Ni metal, natural

pyrite (FeSz), synthetic basaltic glass and a tracer element are
placed in an alumina crucible and sealed in an evacuated silica

tube with a separate Fe-metal-silica assemblage designed to
maintain the oxygen fugacity of the system (fo_, equivalent to
the partial pressure of oxygen) near the quartz-fayalite-iron

(QFI) buffer (thus ensuring that iron metal is a stable phase).

Quenched samples of coexisting solid metal (SM), liquid metal
(LM) and liquid silicate (LS) are analysed by electron micro-
probe. If the tracer concentration in the silicate glass is too low
for microprobe analysis, aliquots of glass are separated from
metal and analysed by instrumental neutron activation. Table

1 gives experimental conditions and results for W, Re, It, Mo,
Ni, Co, Au, P, Go, Ag and Pb---a suite of elements which covers
a wide range of nebular condensation temperatures (volatilities)

and geochemical behaviour. In this suite W, Re and Ir are the

most refractory and Ag and Pb are the most volatile.
Siderophile abundances in the bulk Earth. The presumed extrac-
tion of most of the siderophile and chalcophile elements to the
core makes calculation ofthe bulk-Earth concentrations of these
elements difficult or impossible. However, on the basis of

lithophile elements, which do not readily combine with Fe or
S, we infer that the bulk Earth is approximately chondritic in
composition. We do not mean to imply by this that the Earth
is compositionally identical to the group CI chondrites, but that
refractory siderophile elements should be present in chondritic

relativeproportions and that more volatileelements may be

depleted to varying degrees. Figure I shows the concentrations
of siderophile and chalcophile elements in several types of

chondritic meteorites. Refractory slderophile elements are

usually presentin higher concentrationsthan in group CI, while
more volatileelements are typicallydepleted.Again, although

the concentrations of siderophile and chalcophile elements in

the bulk Earth are unknown, it is reasonable to require that
models of bulk-Earth abundances of these elements be con-

sistent with siderophile and chalcophile element concentration

patterns in chondrites.

Siderophile abundances In the upper mantle. During the past
decade, a large quantity of high-quality data on mantle samples
(such as lherzolites) and basalts has become available. Morgan

et aL 6 and Jagoutz et aL _ have presented convincing evidence
that their Iherzolite samples (or at least their most 'fertile"

lherzolite samples) have not undergone large amounts of partial

melting, and hence are most likely to record primitive mantle

abundances, at least for the compatible elements. Thus, when

possible, we have used the mantle abundance estimates of refs
6 and 1 I. For the incompatibile elements P, Mo and W, abun-

dances are inferred from the trace-element systematics of basalts
(see below). These estimates are listed in Table 2.

Mineral-melt partitioning in hasalts. The partitioning of Ni and
Co and between minerals and silicate melts is moderately well

known from laboratory experiments, but these elements are the

exception rather than the rule. For most of the elements in our
suite, solid silicate (SS)/liquid silicate (LS) partition coefficients

for element i (_Dss/Ls) must be evaluated from element correla-
tions in natural basalts. For example, a comparison of data for

basalts and ultramafic xenoliths on Re versus Ir and Au versus

Ir diagrams from re£ 12 implies that ^"Dss/Ls and RCDss/Ls are

of order unity, but that trDss/c.s is -50. (Note in Table 1 that

during core formation, trivially small fractions of Au, Re or Ir
enter the silicate phase, making the exact value of these par-

ticular silicate partition coefficients of little consequence. Also,

although the host phase of Ir during silicate partial melting is
unknown, the large differences in partitioning behaviour
between Au and Ir strongly imply that the host is an oxide or

silicate.)
Drake ts has used element i versus La diagrams to make

geochemical distinctions between terrestrial, lunar and eucritic

basalts. Many siderophile and chalcophile elements, when plot-

Table 2 Siderophile and chalcophile element abundances in the upper
mantle

Element Concentration/Cl* Re£

W 0.11 15

Re 0.0075 6
lr 0.0075 6
Mo 0.064 15
Ni 0.19 11
Co 0.21 11
Au 0.02 6
p 0.058 14
Ga 0.3 ! 1
Ag 0.087 6
Pb 0.09t 42

"Concentrations normalized to CI chondrite ref. 43.
? Mean of total Pb and unleachable Pb.
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Fig. ! Siderophile and chalcophile element abundances for four
different types of chondritic meteorites (A, EH; A, EL; e, CV;
O, H), normalized to the concentrations of these elements in CI
chondrites. Elements on the left are more refractory and elements
on the right are more volatile. Relative to CI chondrites, refractory
siderophile and chalcophile elements are typically enriched in
other chrondrite types and volatile siderophile and chalcophile
elements are typically depleted. Chondritic materials provide esti-
mates of the siderophile and chalcophile element abundances that
may be expected in the bulk Earth (see text). Data are from the
following sources: E, chondrites, refs 45 (Re, Ir, Ni, Au, Ag), 43,
46 (Co, Ga), 43, 47 (P), 43, 48 (S), 43, 49 ('°4Pb); CV, chondrites,
refs 50 (lr, Co, Ni, Au, Ga), 43, 51 (Re, Ag), 43, 52 (W), 53 (Mo),
43, 47 (P), 43, 54 (S), 43, 55 ('°4Pb); H chondrites, refs 43, 56 (W,
Re, lr, Mo, Ni, Co, Au, P, On, S) 43, 57 (Ag), 43, 58 (=°4Pb). When
only one reference is given, both the chondrite group analysis and
the CI normalization analysis are reported in that reference. When
two references are given, the first is the source of the CI

normalization.

ted on such a diagram, form linear trends which yield informa-
tion on the depletion of element i in the mantle (relative to
chondritic abundances) and permit the partition coefficient of
i between basalt and mantle residuum to be estimated. For

example, Ga concentrations in basalts increase by a factor of
two, while La concentrations increase by two orders of magni-

tude in natural terrestrial samples t3. If we assume that this basalt
trend is formed by differing degrees of equilibrium partial melt-

ing of similar mantle sources and that L'Dss/LS_ 10 -2, then
G'Dss/L s ==0.4. Correlations of Pb with La show almost exactly
the same variation as the Ga-La diagram, implying that PbDss/LS

is also _0.4. The good (approximately 1 : 1) correlation of P, W
and Mo with La or another lithophile incompatible element in
basalts '4"ts implies that these elements are all very incompatible

in silicate systems. Diagrams of phosphorous, W and Mo versus
incompatibile elements are also the best means of ascertaining
the mantle abundances of these elements '4'_:. Analyses of Ag

in terrestrial basalts are very scarce; however, based on the
available data 16':7, Ag appears to be weakly incompatible like
Ga and Pb. Consequently, we have adopted a value ofA=Dss/Ls =
0.4, although it could be larger. For example, the MORB (mid-

ocean-ridge basalt) data of ref. 17 are consistent with values of
XgDss/Ls between 0.1 and 0.5, for 5% equilibrium partial melting.
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Summary. Table 3 lists our adopted partition coemcients. As we
shall see below, the uncertainty associated with these partition
coefficients, while often large, is of the same order as the uncer.

tainties regarding the physical conditions under which core

formation occurred. In this sense at least, we feel that zeroth-

order modelling, using the data of Tables 2 and 3, is justified.

We will now examine hypotheses for core formation in the light
of these data.

Hypotheses

Inefficient core formation. The segregation of the core from the
mantle is envisaged as an equilibration between four phases,

namely, solid silicate, liquid silicate, solid metal and liquid
metal, followed by incomplete separation of metal from silicate.

Equilibrium between these four phases is described by three

sets of partition coefficients (D) for each element at specified

temperature, pressure and oxygen fugacity: D(solid metal/sul-

phur-bearing metallic liquid), D(liquid silicate/sulphur-bearing

Table 3 Adopted partition coefficients

Element D(LS/-M) D(SM/LM_ D(SS/LS)

W 1 36 0.01
Re 5 x 10 .4 83 1
lr 5 x 10 -s 83 50
Mo 8 x 10-'* 2.45 0.01
Ni 2 x 10.4 !.33 101"
Co 7 x I0 -3 2.3 3t
Au I x 10.4 1.3 1
P 0.24 1.7 0.02
Ga 0.8 6.0 0.4

Ag 0.01 0.01 0.4
Pb 0.15 0 0.4

* Calculated from our data and that of ref. 25.

1"Ni and Co D(ss/Ls) values estimated from ref. 44, all others estimated
from natural basalt systematics (see text).

metallic liquid) and D(solid silicate/liquid silicate) where

_D(o/_) is defined to be the weight concentration of element i

in phase a divided by the weight concentration of element i in
phase ft.

The partitioning behaviour of the blements in the experimental
suite can be generalized in the case of this hypothesis. Mantle

concentrations of Au, It, Mo, Ni and Re are determined almost
solely by the amount of trapped metal phases. Silver is concen-

trated nearly exclusively in the trapped metallic liquid; P, W,
Ga, Co and Pb are intermediate in their siderophilic tendencies.

Nickel, Co and lr and compatible (Dss/L.S > 1) in solid silicates
(or oxides); W, P and Mo behave as very incompatible elements
(Dss/Ls<< I); and other elements are intermediate in their sili-

cate-system compatibility.

Physical conditions of core formation. The fractions of metal and

silicate in the Earth are taken to be 0.3 and 0.7, respectively,
the relative masses of the present core and mantle. The propor-
tions of solid metal and liquid metal are determined by assuming

that the principal light" element in the core is sulphur. Our

experiments (see below) were conducted so that our metallic

liquids contained _25 wt% S. Thus, if the present core contains

8-12 wt % S (ref. 18), use of our experimental data in model

calculations requires that the metal assemblage which segregated
to form the core was 30-50% molten at the time of metal-silicate

equilibration.
The degree of partial melting of silicate materials during core

formation is virtually unknown. If the Earth's accretion and

core formation occurred rapidly, it seems inconceivable that
high degrees of partial melting could have been avoided';

however, the mantle samples themselves give no evidence for
extensive melting early in the Earth's history. Spinel Iherzolites
throughout the world are very similar in composition and
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texture Lg. If Iherzolites are undepleted in elements that are
strongly concentrated in basalts, these lherzolites are described
as 'fertile' (that is, able to produce basalt). Large chemical
differences are not observed between the fertile spinel Iherzolites
and the fertile garnet Iherzolites tg. Small differences between
garnet and spinel Iherzolites may exist 2°, but the overall chemical
similarity between these rock-types implies a mantle which is
chemically homogeneous down to at least the depth of the
sources of garnet Iherzolites (- 150 kin; ref. 21). If large degrees
of partial melting (>20%) occurred in the early Earth, even
minor density differences between solid and melt would be
expected to lead to phase separation and the formation of a
magma ocean 22. Subsequent crystallization Of this hypothetical
magma ocean would be unlikely to result in a chemically
homogeneous upper mantle. Rather, it would be expected that
the formerly molten portion of the mantle would resemble large
mafic intrusions with pronounced vertical zoning, as observed
in the Stillwater and Skaergaard intrusions and inferred for the
Moon 23.24. Even if such zoning was largely homogenized by
subsequent mantle convection, it is surprising that apparently
no remnants remain within the continental lithospheres. The
uniform chemical composition of mantle lherzolites (the samples
from which our mantle siderophile and chalcophile element
abundances are mainly derived), coupled with plausible physical
theories of core formation which predict continuous core forma-
tion as the Earth grows from the mass of Mars to its present
mass 3, lead us to opt for low degrees (_20%) of silicate partial
melting.

The ambient oxygen fugacity during core formation was most
likely below the iron-wiistite (IW) oxygen buffer (see later
discussion), but is otherwise imprecisely constrained. Thus we
allow for isothermal variation in oxygen fugacity in our core-
formation model. In practice, this means that we allow Dt.SlLM
tO change with oxygen fugacity in an ideal manner, as defined
by Rammensee 2s.The IDm/LM values in Table 3 are appropriate
for a log fo2 of -12.75 at 1,250-1,270°C (approximately one
log unit below the QFI oxygen buffer).
Model calculations. The inefficient core formation hypothesis
may be tested mathematically using the formalism outlined
below:

(1) After equilibration among the four relevant phases, most
of the solid and liquid metal drains away and does not communi-
cate further with the overlying mantle. This process is subject
to the constraint of mass balance, so that

'CF.,.m_.h =z fCsMXSM + iCLMXLM

+ ICssXss + ICLsXts (1)

where Xs are mass fractions,_Cs aremass concentrationsof

elementiand SM, LM, SS and LS refertosolidmetal,liquid
metal,solidsilicateand liquidsilicate,respectively.Reiterating
theconstraintsoutlinedabove,

Xss + Xt.s = 0.7 (2)

p = Xt.s/(Xss+ X_) _ 0.2 (3)

XsM + XLM = 0.3 (4)

0.3_ XLM/(XLM "_- XSM) _ 0.5 (5)

wherep isthefractionofthesilicateportionofthesystemwhich
ismolten.Intermsof partitioncoefficients(D) and degreeof

partialmelting,equation(I)becomes

C_.h --CLM[ DSM/CM(0.3--XLM) + Xt.M (6)
+ 0.7iDss/LM(1--p)+ 0.7fDLs/LMp]

AS partitioncoefficientshave been measured,tCE.,-th/_CLMmay
be calculatedforassumed valuesofp and XLM. The sensitivity
of thiscalculationto the assumptionsof equations(2)-(5)
should,ingeneral,beacceptablysmall.Forexample,thepermis-
siblevariationinthetotalmassesofthevariousreservoirs(solid

metal,liquidmetal,and soforth)isprobablyabouta factorof

two, and the effects of factor-of-two uncertainties translate into
two-fold changes in calculated concentrations.

(2) A small amount of trapped solid metal (X_M) and trapped
X'liquid metal ( LM) remains behind in the upper mantle. The

concentration of element i in the mantle is then given by
I 0 I t t

C,,,na,-- CLMXcM+ CsMXsM + Css(1-p)+lCt.sp (7)

if X_M and X;M are small (_0.01).
Rearranging as in equation (6), we obtain

t _1 B t t

Cm'ml® -- CLM ('XLM + DSM/LMXsM (8)

+ JDss/LM(I--p)+ rDLs/t.Mp)

(3)AS _C_,.._isknown from mantlenodulesand basalts,_Ct_M
may be calculatedforassumed valuesofp,X___aand X_M. If
tCLM isknown thenICE_,_hcan alsob_.calculatedfrom equation
(6).The credibilityofthechosenvaluesforthemodel parameters
may be evaluatedby comparing the calculated_C_,_hto the
concentrationof elementi inCI chondrites('Ccl).Valuesof

rCE.,_b for refractoryelements which deviateby an order of
magnitudefrom2-3 x f_'ctaredefinedasunacceptable,and new
valuesforthe model'sparametersare chosen.

There are five important adjustable parameters: XLM, /7,fo2,
XLM and X_M. However, it must be emphasized that it is
unknown in detail if the measured partition coeffÉcient values

are exactly appropriate. We note that low-pressure (1 bar) patti- ._"
tion coefficients may be relevant, in that new metal aecreting to .-'.
the Earth is deposited at the surface, and metal-silicate equili- .
brium is likely to be achieved at relatively shallow depths before ;
the metal largely segregates into the centre of the growing planet.
Nevertheless, we should probably be content if any set of model
parameters can be found which, assuming an Earth with chon-
dritic relative proportions of refractory elements (2-3 x CI), will ,
predict mantle abundances of siderophile and chalcophile ele-
ments to within a factor of two. Better fits, while mathematically
pleasing, may have no physical significance. [/
Results. Jones and Drake 7have evaluated inefficient core forma-
tion as a means of reconciling the high abundances of siderophile

and chalcophile elements in mantle materials with a reducing f.1"..
(that is, low-fo_) core-forming event. Early results were -
encouraging, but increasing the number of constraints on the
model (that is, increasing the number of elements to be _:
modelled) has led to progressively poorer model results. Figure
2 shows a 'best fit' calculation of bulk-Earth concentrations for ._
our suite ofsiderophile and chalcophile elements. The refractory "
elements W to Mo have concentrations of -2 x CI in the bulk ,_
Earth, a reasonable value. The more volatile elenients show !i
various degrees of depletion. Au and P concentrations appear _._
low compared with those of more volatile elements.

Calculated Co and Ni abundances are such that the Co/Ni ["
ratio in the Earth is within 10% of chondritic (a requirement
of our model), but this agreement is somewhat contrived as Co _e
and Ni are not concentrated in the same phase. Nickel is _=
contained mainly in the metallic phases, whereas Co is retained ii
by the silicates. Maintaining a chondritic Ni/Co ratio in the _
bulk Earth by our model requires trapping large amounts of !"
metallic liquid (_2.5 wt %) in the mantle. Although this amount r
of trapped liquid is not inconsistent with theoretical estimates z_, i
the retention of this S-bearing liquid leads to unreasonably high
S concentrations (_6,000 p.p.m.) in the mantle, in contrast to L-
the observed concentration of <300 p.p.m. S (ref. 19):" lr

Fiarthermore, because we allow for isothermal variation in

oxygen fugacity (and, therefore, in 'Dus/t.M as well), our best-fit !
oxygen fugacity is _i-1.3 log units more oxidizing than the ;
oxygen fugacity necessary for the present mantle FeO concentra- i
tions to have been estabished by equilibration with metal at '
1 bar. This disagreement is not necessarily a problem, as an i
oxygen buffer such as QFI will become slightly more oxidizing ,
with pressure (by _ 1 log unit per 50 kbar), but more work is
needed to define the relative effects of pressure and oxygen ._"
fugacity on siderophile and chalcophile element partitioning. _

t-
,,,:.
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Fig. 2 Calculated bulk-Earth abundances of a suite of 12
s iderophile and/or chalcuphile elements. Elements are listed in
the same order as in Fig. 1. The model of calculation is that of
inefficient core formation (see text). The physical conditions of
core formation and the amount of trapped metal phases are varied
until the calculated refractory siderophile element abundances are
2-3 x Ci for the bulk Earth and the Ni/Co ratio of the bulk Eanh
is within 15% of chondritic. Clearly, geologically reasonable condi-
tions can be chosen so that these two constraints are satisfied. A
consequence of the calculation is that volatile elements are found
to be depleted in the bulk Eanh. A drawback of this type of model
is that _lculated S abundances for the upper mantle are >20 times
higher than is actually observed. Best-fit model parameters: trapped
metallic liquid (25 wt% S), 2.5%; trapped metal, 0.04%; degree
of silicate partial melting, 10%; log fo2 = -12.35; S concentration

in core, I0%.

Thias, even though it is possible to calculate bulk-Earth con-
centrations of many siderophile and chalcophile elements which
are not unreasonable, the consequences ofinefficient core forma.

tion are not totally attractive. If this model is to be viable, there
must be substantial changes in the values of partition coefficients

due to an uninvestigated intensive variable (such as pressure).
Such variations are certainly not out of the question, especially
as the Fe-FeS eutectic composition is known to be pressure-
sensitive zT.

Equilibrium between an Fe.-S-O meta|lic liquid and mantle sili-
cates. This model has been proposed by Brett s, and accounts
successfully for the upper-mantle abundances of a subset of
siderophile and chalcophile elements. The model postulates
equilibrium between metal and silicate phases and does not
resort to trapping small fractions of metal in the mantle. The
main difference between this model and previous equilibrium
core-formation models is that no solid metal is present. It recog-

nizes that liquid metal/silicate partition coefficients may be
lower than solid metal/silicate partition coefficients (Table 3).
The redox conditions postulated by Brett s are rather oxidizing,
in accordance with the absence of solid metal. This model is

mathematically testable using partition coefficients and mass
balance constraints in a similar manner to that outlined above.

Generalizations concerning element partitioning are also as
above.

Although at first sight this hypothesis seems successful, there

are significant difficulties which appear to invalidate it. For
example, the refractory element Mo was calculated by Brett s to

be present in the Earth's mantle at 59 × CI abundance. Although
this value is much closer than typical fits obtainable with solid
metal/silicate partition coefficients, we consider this to be an

unacceptably high value. In addition, although unknown to
Brett s at the time, the value of 3.65 × 10 -j which he used for the

Ni liquid silicate/liquid metal partition coefficient is very large

I:_L-W AF?TICLE _,s

(compare with our value of 2x 10 -4 in Table 3) and, in turn,

implies an oxygen fugacity too high to be consistent with the

low FeO content of the Earth's upper mantle. For example, at

!,250 *C, we predict that the oxygen fugacity required for Brett's

Ni partition coefficient is _1 log unit more oxidizing than the

Fe-FeO (IW) oxygen buffer. Under these conditions, the activity

of Fe in an Fe-S-O metallic liquid will be much less than the

activity of FeO in any coexisting silicates. The very low iron

content of the upper mantle (< 10 wt % ) implies that any metallic

liquid postulated to have been in equilibrium with the upper

mantle (under oxidizing conditions) had an even lower iron

activity than the present mantle.

The possibility that core formation in the upper mantle

occurred by separation of a metallic liquid with a very low iron

activity deserves further exploration. In the Fe-Si system at
1,600*C, for example, the iron activity at the midpoint of the

binary system is _0.05 (ref. 28). In the Fe-S system at 1,600"C

the iron activity at.the midpoint of the system is _0.13 (ref. 29).
Non-ideal interactions between iron and non-metals can drasti-

cally reduce the activity of iron, even at fairly high iron con-

centrations in the liquid. Conversely, decreasing the temperature
may minimize the non-ideal effects of non-metals. For example,
at the eutecties of the Fe-S and Fe-Si systems, where the mole

fraction of iron is definitely less than unity, iron metal is stable
and the activity of iron in the liquid must also be unity. The

complex interaction of intensive variables (pressure, tem-

perature, non-metal concentrations, oxygen fugacity) make
quantitative prediction of liquid activities difficult.

Although we cannot rule out highly oxidizing conditions

during core formation on physical-chemical grounds, we note
that fractionations of the noble refractory siderophile elements
are much more probable in this model than in other models of
core formation. Because noble siderophile elements appear to

be present in chondritic relative abundances in the Earth's
mantle, this is an important consideration. In the inefficient core
formation model, mantle abundances of the noble refractory
siderophile elements are 'buffered' towards chondritic ratios by
trapped metal, contrary to the assertion of Morgan s°. In 'late-
stage veneer' models, of course, no noble siderophile element
fractionations are possible because the material is simply added
to the upper mantle without chemical processing.

Figure 3 shows the results of recalculating bulk-Earth abun-
dances for Brett's s model by extrapolating our internally con-

sistent set of partition coefficients to higher fo,- In this model
XLM ffi 0.3, the degree of silicate partial melting is 20%, and fo,
is allowed to vary between IW and QFM (quartz-fayalite-
magnetite, an oxidizing buffer at which iron metal is unstable).
Our inefficient core formation model results from Fig. 2 are
shown for comparison. The refractory siderophiles (W, Re, lr,

Mo), rather than being enriched relative to CI, are severely
depleted. We conclude that Brett's s equilibrium core formation

model is no more viable than our own, although this conclusion
is subject to the same caveat as before--that high-pressure

partitioning data are virtually non-existent.
Heterogeneous aecretion/'chondritic veneer'. The most recent

advocates of this type of model are Morgan et aL _ and Wiinke 9,
who have suggested that material accreted to the Earth became

progressively more oxidized as accretion proceeded. Early

accretion and core formation was dominated by highly reduced

materials, and metal effectively segregated siderophile and chal-

cophile elements to the centre of the growing planet. By the end
of accretion, an influx of more oxidized materials had caused

core formation to cease because metal was no longer stable. In

this model, moderately siderophile elements such as Ni and Co

stopped segregating to the core when the Earth's accretion was

80-90% complete; the noble siderophile elements such as lr

and Au ended their segregation into the core when accretion

was _99% complete. This model predicts that moderately

siderophile elements should be present in the mantle in chon-
dritic ratios, at abundances of 0.1-0.2× CI, and that the noble
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Fig. 3 Calculated bulk-Earth concentrations of siderophile and

chalcophile elements assuming equilibrium between an Fe-S-O
liquid and a mantle which is 20% partially molten ( T = 1,250 °C).
The shaded region shows the calculated concentrations for a range
of oxygen fugacities, ranging from IW (upper bound) to QFM
(lower hound). Bulk-Earthabundaces calculated by the inefficient
core formation model are shown for comparison (A). The assump-
tion that the core formed in relativelyoxidizingcondition, without
any trapping of metals by the mantle, leads to the conclusion that
the Earth is depleted in refractory siderophile elements, contrary

to the expectations based on Fig. 1.

siderophile elements should be present in chondritic ratios at
-0.01 x CI abundances.

This class of hypothesis has gained favour in the past decade,"
in spite of the requirement that extensive physical mixing of
material into the upper mantle must occur after core formation.
I/npact processes alone seem incapable of such fine-scale mixing
(witness the heterogeneity of meteorite-derived siderophile ele-
ments in lunar samples), but sustained sub-solidus mantle con-
vection may be adequate, particularly if mantle convection is
layered. The mixing process must be capable of homogenizing
Fe, Co and Ni at the scale of basalt generation by 3,500 Myr
BP and be capable of homogenizing lr at the hand-sample scale
by today TM.

In this regard, it is possible that samples of the upper mantle
which have been stored in continental lithospheres for consider-
able times (without the benefit of sub-solidus convective mixing
over geological time) place even tighter constraints on the rate
of mixing required to homogenize mantle siderophile elements.
Jagoutz et aL3e have presented evidence that 2,700 Myr-old
eclogites have been stored in the lower continental lithosphere
for long periods of time (100-2,000 Myr) without participating
in mantle mixing processes. More dramatically, Boyd et al.2t
have argued that eclogitic and garnet peridotltic material, trans-
ported to the surface by kimberlite eruption, was emplaced in
the lower continental lithosphere as long ago as 3,000-
3,500 Myr. Thus, it is quite possible that the isolation of con-

TIble 4 Test of the multi-component accretion model

Concentration before
second episode of Concentration after

Element core formation removal of metal*
(clef) (c/el)

Ni 0.2 0.2
Co 0.2 0.2
P 0.2 0.2
Mo 0.2 0.064
Ga 0.2 0.2
W O.2 0.2

* Just enough metal is removed to lower the Mo concentration from
0.2 to 0.064 x CI (see text).

tinental shield lithospheres from mantle convection and the
homogenization of Ir that we observe today in continental
lithospheric materials were both complete by 3,500 Myr ago.
We question whether mantle convection was capable of such
rapid, fine-scale mixing.

Another way of making the same observation is to note that
Ir contents of Iherzolites from beneath old cratons (such as
Southern Africa), from beneath younger continental margins
(such as the southwesternUnited States) and from mantle over-
lying oceanic hot-spots (Hawaii) are essentially identical tg. The
lithospheres beneath southern Africa and the southwestern
United States were not obviously isolated from mantle convec-
tion at the same time, and the lithosphere beneath Hawaii has
presumably never been isolated to the same degree as continental
lithospheres. Iridium homogenization was apparently complete
by the time of the formation of the earliest continental lithd-
spheres.

Regardless of absolute rates of mantle mixing, the moderately
siderophile elements are a sensitive test of the heterogeneous
accretion hypothesis. Table 4 shows our model results using the
partition coefficients of Table 3. For simplicity we have quant-
ized accretion and core formation (before the accretion of the
last l%---the hypothesized qate-stage veneer') into two parts:
the first 80% of material accreted is highly reduced, the last
20% is more oxidized. This approach permits us to model core
formation as two discrete events: the first, which removed all
siderophile and chalcophile elements from the eariy-accreted
80% of the Earth, and a second event which removed only noble
siderophile elements (such as lr and Au) from the late-accreted
20%. A justification of this simple approach is that, because of
the large difference in the metal/silicate partition coefficients
between Co and Ni, continuous core formation during the last
20% of accretion would be unlikely to preserve the approxi-
mately chondritic Co/Ni ratio of the upper mantle (Table 2).
Thus, at the beginning of the second model core-forming event,
most (if not all) siderophile and chalcophile elements were
present at 40.2 x CI abundances in ihe upper mantle, as defined
by present Ni and Co abundances. ,_t this time we allow just
enough separation of metal to lower the Mo concentration from
0.2 x CI to its present value of 0.064 × CI (Table 2), and we
observe the effect of this separation on the other siderophile
elements. As can be seen from Table 4, no moderately
siderophile element other than Mo is affected, even though W
and P are clearly depleted relative to Co and Ni in the present _)
mantle (Table 2). ,_

The heterogeneous accretion hypothesis results in additional
predictions which are inconsistent with observed elemental
abundances in the Earth's upper mantle. First, the amount of
metal which was extracted from the last 20% of accreting
material must have been trivial, and the high fo, requires that
that metal must have been Ni-rich (because of the decreased
stability of Fe-rich metal). If we assume that as much as 10%
of the total Ni was removed during the last core-forming event
(consistent with the approximately chondritic Co/Ni ratio of
the upper mantle), then only 0.02% metal was removed. It would
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seem that a substantially molten upper mantle would be required
to separate this minute amount of metal, and, as we have already
discussed, there is no evidence for a pervasive terrestrial magma
ocean. Second, if the last 20% of accreted material was
sufficiently oxidized to effectively halt core formation, it is
expected that this material would have been enriched in volatile
elements and oxidized species. If the last dregs of core formation
removed only a few hundredths of a per cent of metal, it is not
possible for substantial amounts of S to have been taken to the
core (S is cosmically more abundant than Ni). All chondritic
materials contain 2-6 wt% S. If the material which made up the
last 20% of the Earth's accretion even approached chondritic
composition, we would expect that the crust and upper mantle
would contain 4,000-12,000 p.p.m. S: not appreciably different
from the prediction of the inefficient core formation hypothesis,
and in contradiction to observed S abundances of <300 p.p.m.
in the Earth's upper mantle 19.

In this context we note that Morgan" has refined his abun-
dance estimates of incompatible noble siderophile elements (for
example, Au and Re) in spinel iherzolites, and finds that the
noble element ratios are remarkably chondr/tic. Obviously, this
observation strengthens the arguments for a 1% chondritic 'late-
stage veneer'. Furthermore, Morgan shows that the S/Se ratio
of spinel lherzolites is chondritic and advocates that the S and
Se abundances of the upper mantle were established by the
same 'late-stage veneer' process. The implication of Morgan's
work appears to be that, before the last 1% of accretion, the
mantle was sulphur-free. In principle, this may remove some of
the difficulties with S which were discussed above, although it
is still unclear whether such low S abundances during the last
20% of the Earth's inhomogeneous accretion are compatible
with the more oxidizing conditions postulated for this stage of
accretion 9.

We note that the consistency of the siderophile element abun-
dances inferred from basalts, spinel lherzolites and garnet lher-
zolites implies that the siderophile elements of the upper mantle
are likely to be homogeneously distributed to a depth of at least
500 km--a scale consistent with models of upper mantle convec-
tion _4. If 1% of the mass of the upper mantle were added by a
uniform flux of planetesimals and if this same population were
responsible for the production of a 2.5-kin megaregolith on the
Moon 24, we would expect that the lunar megaregolith would
contain -200% of chondritic material--a physically impossible
value which is about two orders of magnitude higher than the
~!.5 wt% of meteoritic material measured in lunar soils 24.The
Moon would have to be well-mixed to a depth of 400 km in
order to be consistent with the terrestrial 'late-stage veneer', yet
estimates of mantle abundances of noble siderophile elements t_
show no evidence of such mixing. Of course, it is possible that
the Moon formed after the Earth accreted its final 1% of mass,
although available isotopic evidence points to comparable ages
for both objects".

Although we find some elements of the heterogeneous
accretion/'chondritic veneer' hypothesis attractive, this
hypothesis contains as many quantitative difficulties as the
inefficient core formation and metallic liquid/silicate equili-
brium core formation hypotheses. It is not clear to us which, if
any model of core formation should be preferred.

Conclusions

The preceding discussion emphasizes that none of the current
hypotheses of core formation in the Earth survives quantitative
scrutiny. For any of the hypotheses to be correct, our present
knowledge of the relevant relative partition coefficients must be
accurate to perhaps no better than a factor of two. We emphasize
that the volume of(P- T-fo2) space which has been investigated
in our partitioning studies (as well as those of others) is small
and should be extended.

This failure of all hypotheses to quantitatively model core
formation and siderophile and chalcophile element abundances

in the upper mantle is disappointing, in that a detailed picture
of the history of the early Earth is important to our understand-
ing of many consequential issues, such as the origin of the Moon
and the subsequent geological evolution of the Earth. What, if
any, statements about core formation may be made with such
confidence that they will go unchallenged?
Lack of equilibration between core and upper mantle. All viable
models for the explanation of the high abundances ofsiderophile
and chalcophile elements in the mantle implicitly assume that
the core and upper mantle have not communicated over geologi-
cal time. An immediate consequence of this assumption is that
either convection in the mantle is layered and the upper and
lower mantles communicate only with great difficulty, or the
mantle which we sample today was incorporated into the sub-
continental lithosphere extremely early. In fact, these two
possibilities are not mutually exclusive; in any case the upper
mantle and core have not equilibrated since the last addition of
siderophile elements to the upper mantle.
Antiquity of siderophile and chalcophile elements in the upper
mantle. However the abundances of siderophile and chalcophile
elements were established, they are unlikely to have changed
over geological time. Evidence from basalts indicates that the
Co, Fe and Ni contents of the upper mantle have not changed

since 3,500Myr (ref. 31) and that 'future leads' cannot be
explained in terms of continuous core formation 36. Siderophile
and chalcophile element concentrations in the upper mantle
were established early in the history of the Earth and are not
the result of secondary processes.
The redox state of the early Earth. All models of core formation
seem to require that the mantle has become more oxidized over
geological time. If the FeO content of the upper mantle is the
result of equilibration with metal, then the consistent FeO con-
tent of 8-10 wt% in fertile mantle nodules appears to limit the
oxidation state of the early Earth to oxygen fugacities less than
-1.5-2.0 log units below the QFI buffer. (For a discussion of
the assumptions involved in this calculation see ref. 37.) This
estimate should be accurate and is tantalizingly close to the
oxygen fugacity of the metal-olivine-pyroxene reaction of
ref. 38. If the FeO content of the mantle was not established by
reaction with metal but, rather, by later admixture of FeO-rich
material, then the calculated oxygen fugacity is an upper limit
to that obtaining during core formation. If the FeO content of
the mantle was due primarily to reaction with a metallic liquid,
rich in non-metals s, the oxygen fugacity was probably still within
two log units of IW. In all these cases the mantle was once very
reduced and its oxygen fugacity must have changed over geologi-
cal time to its present oxidized state (that is, from near IW (or
lower) to QFM; ref. 39). If the oxygen fugacity calculated at
the beginning of this section is accurate, no reactions other than
the Fe metal-olivine-pyroxene reaction _s need be postulated;
if the calculation is only an upper limit, it may be necessary to
consider seriously the hypothesis that the Earth is predominantly
made of enstatite-chondrite-like material.

Also, we note that the moderately low non-metal concentra-
tions (8-12%) inferred for the core (compared with the high
concentrations (-30%) of S and O in the metallic liquid of
Brett s) appear to require that models of core formation which
postulate large amounts of Fe-S-O-rich liquids cannot apply
throughout the core formation process. If non-metal-rich metal-
lic liquids contributed significantly to core formation, then addi-
tional metal, containing little or no S or O, is required to account
for the observed non-metal concentrations in the present core.
The easiest means of achieving such a dichotomy is probably
through inhomogeneous accretion, in which earlier core-forming
events were S-O-poor and later events were S-O-rich. Thus,
even models which postulate oxidizing conditions for core for-
mation may require that the oxygen fugacity changed during
planetary accretion and core formation, becoming more oxidiz-
ing with time.
Future directions. We emphasize again that only a very small
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volume of (P, T, fo,)-space relevant to core formation has been
investigated. Two obvious areas for new experimental explora-
tions are those of high pressure and higher oxygen fugacity. For
example, from our work on iron meteorites "°, we have gained
some insight into the possible role of pressure. Many siderophile
trace element-non-metal interactions in metallic liquids appear
to be explicable in terms of a simple non-metal-avoidance model.
Siderophile trace element-sulphur interactions are often _10
times stronger than Fe-S interactions, which are known to be
pressure-sensitive. (Specifically, the composition of the eutectic
point in the Fe-FeS binary system becomes more Fe-dch as
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pressure increasesZV.)Extrapolating from the Fe-S system, it is
possible that siderophile element-non-metal interactions will be
strong functions of pressure. Quantitatively successful models
of core formation may require accurate and detailed assessments
of the (P, T) state of the early Earth.
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Binding of a specific ligand inhibits

import of a purified
precursor protein into mitochondria

Martin Eilers & Gottfried Schatz

Biocenter, University of Basel, CH-4056 Basel, Switzerland

Methotrexate, a folate antagonist, blocks import into mitochondria of mouse dihydrofolate reductase fused to a mitocho,,drial

presequence. Methotrexate does not mask the presequence, but stabilizes the dihydrofolate reductase moiety. It does not
inhibit import of the authentic precursor from which the presequence is derived. This suggests that dihydrofolate reductase

must at least partly unfold in order to be transported across mitochondrial membranes.

TRANSLOCATION Of proteins across biological membranes is
a key step in the intracellular sorting and secretion of proteins.
Although much is known about protein movement across various
membrane systems _, it is unclear how hydrophilic, charged
proteins translocate through the hydrophobic core of a phos-

pholipid bilayer. In particular, it remains unanswered whether
a protein must unfold during the transport process = or whether
it can translocate in a folded state 3, perhaps through transient
non-bilayer domains in the target membrane'. We have
approached this question by fusing the presequence of an ira-


